Control tools
for managing
sustainable
hotel operations
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Sustainability
Being better isn’t always
about bigger, higher or more;
for sustainability efforts it’s
often all about less; or as we
like to say: less, but better
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PLAY ME
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The Challenge

We start with your
goals in mind
Collect, consolidate, visualise,
analyse and communicate for better
sustainability performance

With the REACH platform you will get
A user interface that will improve the staff experience and
encourage participation in achieving sustainable goals
A responsive and efficient system with future-proof
technology
A tool able to integrate the economic dimension on
benefits of sustainable practices
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A sustainable future
needs hotel users
on board
How do you move ideas to action?
Participation builds engagement
Engagement generates commitment
Commitment delivers results
The REACH platform:
Simple to use
All information reachable in 3 clicks or less
Powerful and reliable
Geo redundancy adapted to different IT environments
Easy to access
Microsoft Azure powers the Cloud to everyone, everywhere

REACH App & Platform

Friendly
Your sustainability assistant
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Water Energy
& Carbon
Utilities are one of the fastest-growing costs
hoteliers face
Acting sustainably means reducing utility
consumption. For that purpose it is crucial to
understand how much energy and water is
consumed, where it is consumed and why
SENS has a new approach to automated and
manual meter reading

It is ready in a kit for any meter at any
property for instant connection
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Accurate and efficient
data collection

Set up the meters for hotels
Save water and energy consumption data (manual or automatized
supplier, smart meter, IoT)
Track KPIs: Water, energy and
carbon ratio in function of the data
user (activity, area) or weather

REACH is a solution that integrates with all hotels

Track data entries and results for a
hotel group
Configure the app (users, meter
classification, heat value, carbon
emission factors
Normalisation
Custom KPI
Compare data to the statistical
indicators & Establish hotel
performance
Set and monitor
improvement objectives

Situation 1

Situation 2

Situation 3

The hotel collects data manually
and wants to keep a manual
reading and entry approach

The hotel collects data manually
and wants to upgrade to a
solution that automates data
collection and entry

The hotel already has a solution
in place that automates data
collection

Trigger alerts and justify
exceptions
Budget & Forecast
Calculate and evaluate action ROIs
Alerts
Reports (exported and automatically
generated)
Upload historical data
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Your manual
processes improved
Situation 1
The hotel collects data manually
and wants to keep a manual
reading and entry approach

Adieu paper
Manual data entry made easier
In this scenario SENS offers a user-friendly data entry
solution that is available for main utility incomers and
submeters. Users can enter single data points or in
batches
Benefits:
Each meter has only one data entry sheet in contrast
to duplicated spreadsheets

Reduce human error and eliminate pen and paper with
our easy-to-use mobile application
How it works:
Scan unique ID code on meter
Take photo and press capture
The App functions online, connecting to the cloudbased platform, sending the desired data

Multiple data analysis tools are available on the same
platform
Track data entries to know by who and when the data
had been entered
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Plug-and-play
to automate

PC, Smartphones, Tablets

Our plug-and-play metering kit makes things easy
The automated approach eliminates human error and
allows for improved resolution (samples/day) enabling
trending
We have developed a smart retro-fit metering solution
that is:

Situation 2

Low cost, high value

NB-IoT

The hotel collects data manually
and wants to upgrade to a
solution that automates data
collection and entry

Easy to install by any technician

Mobile Service Provider

Independent of IT infrastructure
Secure and reliable
Smart Electricity Meter Kit

Smart Water Meter Kit

NB-IoT

NB-IoT

SENS has overcome the challenge of connecting meters
to a Cloud environment
NB-IoT is the tech that powers better signal penetration
(inside buildings) and lower telecommunication costs (low
OPEX)
Independent of the property’s IT Network Infrastructure,
meters are easily connected to REACH platform,
bypassing all network complications

Current
Transformer

L1

L2

L3

N

SENS Innovation partners with International Mobile
Operators on this new NB-IoT technology
Electricity Metering

Water Metering
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All your data
is now within REACH
Situation 3
The hotel already has a solution
in place that automates data
collection
Integration for maximum benefit
Our platform can access meter data through the Energy
Supplier’s Portal (for main incomers only) using APIs
Information posted on Building Management Systems
and/or Smart Meters can also become functional
contributors in the REACH platform
Key information on occupancy can be automated into
our solution
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Configuring your meters
is as easy as ABC

Set up the meters for hotels
Save water and energy consumption
data (manual or automated supplier,
smart meter, IoT)

Steps to configure your meters

Track KPIs: Water, energy and
carbon ratio in function of the data
user (activity, area) or weather

A. Set and initialise meter

Track data entries and results for a
hotel group

B. Configure parameters including calorific
power and unit cost. SENS can add or modify
configuration parameters on request. Manage
CO2 / kWh conversion factor

Configure the app (users, meter
classification, heat value, carbon
emission factors

C. Press GO

Compare data to the statistical
indicators & establish hotel
performance

That’s it, you’re metering!

Normalisation
Custom KPI

Set and monitor
improvement objectives
Trigger alerts and justify
exceptions
Budget & Forecast
Calculate and evaluate action ROIs
Alerts
Reports (exported and automatically
generated)
Upload historical data
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Transform data into
workable solutions
SENS’ algorithms will transform
data into information for actions by
generating Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs)
Create your custom Key Performance
Indicators using the Custom KPI
calculator
Export results to a Report Generator or
to multiple formats such as XLS, PDF,
JPG, CSV and more

Set up the meters for hotels
Save water and energy consumption
data (manual or automated supplier,
smart meter, IoT)
Track KPIs: Water, energy and
carbon ratio in function of the data
user (activity, area) or weather
Track data entries and results for a
hotel group
Configure the App (users, meter
classification, heat value, carbon
emission factors
Normalisation
Custom KPI
Compare data to the statistical
indicators & establish hotel
performance
Set and monitor
improvement objectives
Trigger alerts and justify
exceptions
Budget & Forecast
Calculate and evaluate action ROIs
Alerts
Reports (exported and automatically
generated)
Upload historical data
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The bigger picture
of a hotel cluster
Group the portfolio by brand, location, category or any
other parameter and compare performances across any
utility consumption
Compare data to the statistical indicators
Establish genuine hotel performances
Rank, reward and support your team

Set up the meters for hotels
Save water and energy consumption
data (manual or automated supplier,
smart meter, IoT)
Track KPIs: Water, energy and
carbon ratio in function of the data
user (activity, area) or weather
Track data entries and results for a
hotel group
Configure the App (users, meter
classification, heat value, carbon
emission factors
Normalisation
Custom KPI
Compare data to the statistical
indicators & establish hotel
performance
Set and monitor
improvement objectives
Trigger alerts and justify
exceptions
Budget & Forecast
Calculate and evaluate action ROIs
Alerts
Reports (exported and automatically
generated)
Upload historical data
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Are you on track?
Set up the meters for hotels

Compare consumption trends with goals
Set and monitor improvement objectives
Trigger alerts and justify exceptions

Save water and energy consumption
data (manual or automated supplier,
smart meter, IoT)
Track KPIs: Water, energy and
carbon ratio in function of the data
user (activity, area) or weather
Track data entries and results for a
hotel group
Configure the App (users, meter
classification, heat value, carbon
emission factors
Normalisation
Custom KPI
Compare data to the statistical
indicators & establish hotel
performance
Set and monitor
improvement objectives
Trigger alerts and justify
exceptions
Budget & Forecast
Calculate and evaluate action ROIs
Alerts
Reports (exported and automatically
generated)
Upload historical data
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The future is now
Set up the meters for hotels

Budget and Forecast

Save water and energy consumption
data (manual or automated supplier,
smart meter, IoT)

Because your business cycles may change, so too will your
consumption patterns

Track KPIs: Water, energy and
carbon ratio in function of the data
user (activity, area) or weather

Use your latest sales projections or other market information
to accurately project what you need to accrue for
in utility consumption

Track data entries and results for a
hotel group
Configure the App (users, meter
classification, heat value, carbon
emission factors
Normalisation
Custom KPI
Compare data to the statistical
indicators & establish hotel
performance
Set and monitor
improvement objectives
Trigger alerts and justify
exceptions
Budget & Forecast
Calculate and evaluate action ROIs
Alerts
Reports (exported and automatically
generated)
Upload historical data
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Profitability of actions
understood through ROI
SENS creates tools that integrate the economic dimension based on sustainable practices
The financial viability and impact of any project or action can
be assessed by the quality of data analysis applied
Calculate and evaluate action ROIs
using the IPMVP protocol
Sort and report actions according
to ROI scale
Communicate the results

Set up the meters for hotels
Save water and energy consumption
data (manual or automated supplier,
smart meter, IoT)
Track KPIs: Water, energy and
carbon ratio in function of the data
user (activity, area) or weather
Track data entries and results for a
hotel group
Configure the App (users, meter
classification, heat value, carbon
emission factors
Normalisation
Custom KPI
Compare data to the statistical
indicators & establish hotel
performance
Set and monitor
improvement objectives
Trigger alerts and justify
exceptions
Budget & Forecast
Calculate and evaluate action ROIs
Alerts
Reports (exported and automatically
generated)
Upload historical data
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Know now
Set up the meters for hotels

Real-time notification from our mobile App will put
your finger on the sustainability pulse of your hotel
Transform your ideas into action with a powerful,
useful, sustainability assistant
Apps are proven to increase participation and buy-in
to loyalty programmes
Fully customisable for employee
function, this App solves time
and involvement challenges

Save water and energy consumption
data (manual or automated supplier,
smart meter, IoT)
Track KPIs: Water, energy and
carbon ratio in function of the data
user (activity, area) or weather
Track data entries and results for a
hotel group
Configure the App (users, meter
classification, heat value, carbon
emission factors
Normalisation
Custom KPI
Compare data to the statistical
indicators & establish hotel
performance
Set and monitor
improvement objectives
Trigger alerts and justify
exceptions
Budget & Forecast
Calculate and evaluate action ROIs
Alerts
Reports (exported and automatically
generated)
Upload historical data
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Your score card
Set up the meters for hotels

Reports can flow into your mailbox or directly to your App
configured to your needs
The platform generates automated reports to users based
on their profile at a configurable frequency

Save water and energy consumption
data (manual or automated supplier,
smart meter, IoT)
Track KPIs: Water, energy and
carbon ratio in function of the data
user (activity, area) or weather
Track data entries and results for a
hotel group
Configure the App (users, meter
classification, heat value, carbon
emission factors
Normalisation
Custom KPI
Compare data to the statistical
indicators & establish hotel
performance
Set and monitor
improvement objectives
Trigger alerts and justify
exceptions
Budget & Forecast
Calculate and evaluate action ROIs
Alerts
Reports (exported and automatically
generated)
Upload historical data
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Trend analysis
from day one
Upload ALL your historical data
When you know what to do with data, you
have the power to control information, systems
and processes

Set up the meters for hotels
Save water and energy consumption
data (manual or automated supplier,
smart meter, IoT)
Track KPIs: Water, energy and
carbon ratio in function of the data
user (activity, area) or weather
Track data entries and results for a
hotel group
Configure the App (users, meter
classification, heat value, carbon
emission factors
Normalisation
Custom KPI
Compare data to the statistical
indicators & establish hotel
performance
Set and monitor
improvement objectives
Trigger alerts and justify
exceptions
Budget & Forecast
Calculate and evaluate action ROIs
Alerts
Reports (exported and automatically
generated)
Upload historical data
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Easy access
and visiblity
Hotels can self-assess their progress, resulting in
a transformative leap in how senior management
perceive sustainability, becoming central to their
daily tasks

Reduce complexity, improve
participation, guarantee engagement
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The big picture
at a glance

KPIs
Alerts
Information/news
Shortcut to expected actions
Benchmark

Essential information displayed clearly
on one screen
Intuitive navigation
Smoother processes
Quicker refresh rate
Fewer clicks

Add KPI (predefined or not)
Define the KPIs to be displayed
by default and predefined KPIs
Post generic information/
news, for all hotels or a scope
of hotels
Define alert and benchmark
rules
Charts customisation
Reporting
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One, two, click!
Customise your KPIs

KPIs
Alerts
Information/news
Shortcut to expected actions
Benchmark

Create the KPIs that match your hotel’s interest and those of stakeholders
Without your hotel insight it’s just data
Some of the information needed is for
statutory reporting, while some might be
related to the trusted benchmarks

Add KPI (predefined or not)
Define the KPIs to be displayed
by default and predefined KPIs
Post generic information/
news, for all hotels or a scope
of hotels
Define alert and benchmark
rules
Charts customisation
Reporting
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Charts adapted
to your preferences

KPIs
Alerts
Information/news
Shortcut to expected actions
Benchmark

Visualisation aids interpretation;
REACH provides the tools and give you flexibility in
analysing, modelling and then presenting results

Add KPI (predefined or not)
Define the KPIs to be displayed
by default and predefined KPIs
Post generic information/
news, for all hotels or a scope
of hotels
Define alert and benchmark
rules
Charts customisation
Reporting
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It’s nice to say
you care

KPIs
Alerts
Information/news
Shortcut to expected actions
Benchmark

It might be news, an update, or an excuse to reach out and
tell someone at your company that what they do matters

Add KPI (predefined or not)

You get to communicate with all your staff on sustainability
with text, images, sound and video*

Post generic information/
news, for all hotels or a scope
of hotels
Define alert and benchmark
rules
Charts customisation

Define the KPIs to be displayed
by default and predefined KPIs

Reporting

*restrictions apply
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It’s 2020
this is how you work

KPIs
Alerts
Information/news
Shortcut to expected actions
Benchmark

Information and the opportunity to act is immediate with a
constant companion and reminder of business

Add KPI (predefined or not)

Apps are a smart way to call the user to action and are proven
to increase user engagement

Post generic information/
news, for all hotels or a scope
of hotels
Define alert and benchmark
rules
Charts customisation

Capture data
Review KPIs
Communicate
View trends
Define alerts
Query events
Meet deadlines
Reach targets

Define the KPIs to be displayed
by default and predefined KPIs

Reporting
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Information sharing and
communication made easy

Learn about the actions
Save actions being carried out
Download and save documents
Track the levels reached

Define actions and rules
Learn about the actions and save actions
being carried out

Set, track and manage goals
Have a consolidated view of the
levels reached
Have a consolidated view of the
implemented actions

Download and save documents

Have a consolidated view of
setting/tracking goals

Set and track goals

View the level for each hotel and
reboot them if necessary
View actions being carried
out and be able to take action:
edit/validate responses; add
documents; reboot hotels, etc.
Have a comprehensive view of
the actions being performed and
levels reached, according to hotel,
brand, country, etc.
Define actions: title, set of
characteristics; documents
related to the action, etc.
Bulk import responses
Define the rules for reaching levels
Save the goals suggested by a hotel
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What level
have you reached?

Learn about the actions
Save actions being carried out
Download and save documents
Track the levels reached

Have a comprehensive view of the actions being
performed and levels reached accordingly

Set, track and manage goals
Have a consolidated view of the
levels reached
Have a consolidated view of the
implemented actions
Have a consolidated view of
setting/tracking goals
View the level for each hotel and
reboot them if necessary
View actions being carried
out and be able to take action:
edit/validate responses; add
documents; reboot hotels, etc.
Have a comprehensive view of
the actions being performed and
levels reached, according to hotel,
brand, country, etc.
Define actions: title, set of
characteristics; documents
related to the action, etc.
Bulk import responses
Define the rules for reaching levels
Save the goals suggested by a hotel
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Acknowledge
participation and results

Learn about the actions
Save actions being carried out
Download and save documents
Track the levels reached

With REACH, you can receive bulk imports of responses and
results from properties and define how the platform can direct
you to key or under-performing hotels

Set, track and manage goals
Have a consolidated view of the
levels reached
Have a consolidated view of the
implemented actions
Have a consolidated view of
setting/tracking goals
View the level for each hotel and
reboot them if necessary
View actions being carried
out and be able to take action:
edit/validate responses; add
documents; reboot hotels, etc.
Have a comprehensive view of
the actions being performed and
levels reached, according to hotel,
brand, country, etc.
Define actions: title, set of
characteristics; documents
related to the action, etc.
Bulk import responses
Define the rules for reaching levels
Save the goals suggested by a hotel
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Integrated
accounting module
In one environment your hotel can create invoices, review
payments and consolidate the amounts in line with a property’s
commitment to the Plant

Find out the amounts to be paid
Access and download invoices
Track the amount of trees funded
Have a consolidated view of payments
and number of funded trees
Have a payment details per hotel
and reboot hotels if required
Calculate and communicate the
amounts to be paid
Make invoices available

Access, download and find out the amount
to be paid
Re-send invoices
Edit tenants/users/hotels
Calculate/communicate amount to be paid
Make invoice available
Have a consolidated view of payment
Track the amount of trees funded
Reboot
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Your hotel Site
Administration
Administrator rights and tools are provided to
your hotel sustainability team for day to day
management of locations, users’ rights and
functions

Site Administration
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Integrate
Collaborate
Perform

Our strength
SENS products are developed by industry-leading experts, seamlessly integrating
to third party services, platforms and hardware through APIs and multiple
communication protocols

REACH
Data input

Data output

Mega

Business Intelligence
Hotel Director Dashboard

(list of hotels and information;
countries, code, brand, etc.)

Financial tool
Water/Energy tool
(incorporated in REACH)
Meteo

Data exchange
Quality of Tool
App Acting here

(training and exchange
of good practice)

All.com
Solidarity tool
Human Resource
Information System
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Why choose SENS
to achieve your goal
ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE

OUR PEOPLE

20+ years in designing and building effective
solutions for the Hospitality Industry
EXPERIENCE

SENS is known and respected for its
great solutions: creativity and innovation
management methodologies ensure that SENS
clients get the best from of our talented pool
of people

20+ years of collaboration with multi-national
hotel brands, exceeding expectations

ISO9001 and ISO27001 Information Security
Management Processes ensure product quality

STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES

OUR PARTNERS & STRATEGIC ALLIANCES

We embrace and adopt up-to-date
advancements in electronic engineering,
telecommunications (latest being NB-IoT for
smart metering that is independent from
Hotel’s IT Network Infrastructure), computer
science, control engineering (building services),
WEB technologies (providing interactive User
Experience) and Cloud technologies (scalable
and secure platforms)

SENS strategically partners with Microsoft and
various mobile service providers in order to
provide higher standards to its clients. When
choosing partners we take into consideration
their social actions and their values towards
people and the environment
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www.sensinnovation.com
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